Role Plays: Cyber communication and Boyfriend/Girlfriend Issues

**Hostile Words**

Disputants: Kelly and Jo

Role Player A- Jo: You posted about Kelly because you don’t like him/her. Your post has some nasty remarks that aren’t true – but you thought they were funny, so you sent it to a friend of yours. Later, you found out that Kelly posted about you and you are ticked.

**Hostile Words**

Disputants: Kelly and Jo

Role Player B – Kelly: You found a posting by Jo, a classmate you don’t get along with. It includes some nasty remarks about you. You are angry and have responded with a posting that puts down Jo, and the news gets back to Jo.

**Rumors**

Disputants: Select names

Role Player A: You have had it with _____, your supposed friend, disrespecting you. A mutual friend has told you that ____ is trying to date your boyfriend/girlfriend behind your back. Your boyfriend/girlfriend says that he/she is just flirting and that it doesn’t mean anything.

**Rumors**

Disputants: Select names

Role Player B: You have heard that ___ wants to fight you at a party this Saturday night, supposedly over your boyfriend/girlfriend. You’ve tried talking to ___ a couple of times, but he/she just says stuff like: “Don’t worry…we’ll resolve this over the weekend.”